Gentle, yet powerful
five-brush clean

A proven success in the car wash industry, SoftGloss MAXX
is a wash your clients will return to time and time again.
You won’t find its combination of features and benefits
from anywhere else but Ryko. Equipped with our patented
FoamBrite wash material, SoftGloss MAXX offers a safe,
thorough clean that will send your customer satisfaction
levels—and your sales—soaring.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
The following features come standard
on the SoftGloss MAXX:

• FoamBrite-equipped cleaning arms
engulf the car for a top-to-bottom
clean. This lightweight material is
exclusive to Ryko and designed to
deliver a detailed wash without worry
of damage to the vehicle. The five
FoamBrite-rotating brushes thoroughly
clean vehicles in less time, maximizing
your throughput and your profits.

• Efficient chemical application delivers
uniform coverage of 360 CleanCut
presoak, detergent and TriFoam wax.
• An onboard computer memorizes
the profile of each vehicle as it goes
through the wash for improved wash
quality. Plus, a top-brush-interrupt
feature prevents the top brush from
dropping into the beds of pickup
trucks where it could come into
contact with debris and damage the
truck or the machine.

• Low-profile vehicle detection and tall
side arms ensure cars of all sizes—
from minis to duallies—experience the
same spotless clean.
• A custom look is easy to create with
our standard colors of FoamBrite and
body panels. Custom-colored body
panels are also available.

SPECIFICATIONS

PROFITABLE OPTIONS
Push your profits higher with any of these add-ons:

• Wheel scrub provides extra cleaning power where vehicles need
it most.
• ColorWave finishing curtain delivers a customer-wowing
light show that will set your wash apart from the competition.
(Available in red, yellow or blue.)

Maximum Vehicle Height

84"

Maximum Vehicle Width

95"

Water (min)

• Onboard dryers allow your customers to relax while the machine
uniformly dries their vehicles.
• RainShield protectant protects vehicle bodies and glass
surfaces from corrosives, oxidation and UV rays while
improving visibility, enhancing color and shine, and providing a
water-repellant coating.

40 PSI @ 40 GPM, 1"

Air (min)

100 PSI @ 3 CFM, 3/8"

Electrical (basic)

208/230V AC, 60 HZ, 3 Phase,
and 120V AC, 60 HZ, 1 Phase
OR 460V AC, 60 HZ, 3 Phase,
and 120V AC, 60 HZ, 1 Phase

• Water reclamation system minimizes the amount of fresh, city
water usage.

• HP turbo wash provides effective and appealing high-pressure
cleaning of wheels and rocker panels.
• Rotating rocker blaster and under-chassis wash annihilate
grime buildup.
• Spot-free rinse reduces contaminates to eliminate spots
on vehicles.
• Larger bay sizes to accommodate duallies.

The most comprehensive line of car wash equipment solutions in the industry.

With Ryko as your partner, you’re
getting more than a machine. We lead
the industry in uptime with the only
coast-to-coast, direct support
program with locally based
technicians and a full line of wash
solutions. It all adds up to increased
wash counts and higher profit margins.
•  Equipment and Installation
•  On-Site Service
•  Preventive Maintenance
•  CleanTouch™
Wash Solutions

•  Remote Monitoring
•  Online Tech Resources
•  Central Dispatch
•  Centralized Billing

ONLY RYKO CAN OFFER ALL OF THIS!

National direct service coverage and a national
footprint for CleanTouch wash solutions.

The most advanced technology tools to 
diagnose, administer, monitor and repair 
equipment to have you up and running faster.
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